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Motivation and goal Method

Achievements

Conclusions and future research

EU Commission:

fatalities and 

serious injuries on 

the roads have to 

be reduced down 

to zero until 2050

Problem: current 

trend differs from 

targetEU road fatalities and EU 2020 target 

Vision Zero is a road safety program, which was adopted

by the EU “to eliminate deaths and serious injuries on

European roads” https://ec.europa.eu/transport/road_safety/home_en

Hydén’s traffic safety pyramid (1987) shows, that accidents

are just rare events compared to traffic conflicts.

Surrogate Safety Measures provide a good alternative for

traditional traffic safety analysis. These use microscopic traffic

data as input to estimate the accident risk between two or

more interacting vehicles on a collision course.

A novel Surrogate Safety Measure, Deceleration Rate to Avoid Crash Using Constant Initial Acceleration (DCIA) was developed

for a more realistic collision risk estimation, by calculating how strong the following vehicle has to decelerate to avoid colliding with

the leading vehicle. The difference between Modified Deceleration Rate to Avoid Crash (MDARC) and DCIA is that DCIA

considers both interacting vehicles’ acceleration, while MDRAC only with constant speed. Microscopic traffic data was collected

on a German motorway: vehicle position, speed, acceleration, distance, speed and acceleration difference between following

vehicles. The risk of a rear-end collision between vehicles following each other was analyzed with MDRAC and DCIA.

MDRAC/DCIA ≤ 0 m/s2 0 m/s2 < MDRAC/DCIA ≤ 1.7 m/s2 1.7 m/s2 < MDRAC/DCIA ≤ 3.4 m/s2 3.4 m/s2 < MDRAC/DCIA TTC < Reaction time

DCIA is a more sensitive SSM than MDRAC, because its calculation is based on realistic vehicle behavior. DCIA captures more

risky situations and avoids false positive notifications. In future research the goal is to improve the current SSM and develop new

methods to provide more realistic information about accident risk.

Count-time diagrams:

- the height of the bars

shows the amount of car-

following situations over

one-minute intervals

- 1293 vehicle’s behaviour

and interaction was

analyzed.
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Assumptions:

- DCIA: constant initial 

acceleration

- MDRAC: constant initial 

speed

https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/tzckcsrpn6/1
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